The purpose of this document is to present a final description of the original MEDLARS system as it evolved through four years of operation. The system is described as it was functioning on January 1, 1968. Among the various system elements discussed are: (1) the input subsystem, including journal selection and coverage, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and indexing; (2) the retrieval subsystem, including request analysis, search formulation, file search, and printout of retrieved citations; and (3) the publication subsystem, including the MEDLARS photocomposer and computer programs for producing MEDLARS publications. A summary of operating experience for the period includes discussion of system problems, changes, and evaluation. Also discussed is the extension of MEDLARS technology to the cataloging of books and serial titles. This system produces two major products: (1) catalog cards for the central NLM card catalog and (2) the NLM current catalog, a computer-produced book-form catalog available to other medical libraries on a current and frequent basis for use as an acquisitions and cataloging tool. Appended is a list of approximately 200 selected references. (JW)
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FOREWORD

At the National Library of Medicine, we regard the sharing of information with other workers in the field of information retrieval, documentation, and library science as one of our most important responsibilities. In accordance with this philosophy, we are reporting here the experience gained from more than four years’ operation of a large-scale reference storage and retrieval system, MEDLARS.

I believe that Mr. Charles Austin’s report describes our experiences, both good and bad, with objectivity. No attempt has been made to minimize the mistakes which were made during this experiment. There is a frank discussion of how well system objectives have been met.

The Library is currently in the process of designing a new system to replace MEDLARS. We earnestly hope that this final description of our first computer-based system will be helpful to others entering this field. We hope also that the lessons we have learned from actually operating MEDLARS will be valuable to us as we move ahead toward applying more advanced techniques of information processing. The documentation of the experiences of others, added to our own, should provide information of great value to the managers as well as the users of computer-based information storage and retrieval systems.

Martin M. Cummings, M.D.
Director
National Library of Medicine
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Paper documents and reports of all varieties.

A manual offline operation not requiring mechanized aid.

An operation utilizing a key-driven device.

A major processing function accomplished by computer.

Magnetic Tape

Punched Paper Tape

Punched Card(s)

Points in the system where different paths or branches are followed based upon the results of a yes-no decision.

Offline storage of data—printed reports, cards, magnetic or paper tape.

Switch. Path through system which is followed only when certain special conditions are met.

Connectors. An entry from, or an exit to, another part of the flow chart.

FIGURE 1.—Definition of Flow Charting Symbols.
Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

In January 1964, after three years of detailed planning and system development, the National Library of Medicine initiated MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System). The original system design was described in detail in *The MEDLARS Story* published in 1963. Various references to the system as it developed can be found in the bibliography of this report.

The purpose of this document is to present a final description of the system as it has evolved through a period of four years of operation. This will add the final chapter to the present MEDLARS story at a time when the Library is on the threshold of developing an entirely new system, utilizing the latest techniques of documentation and information science coupled with modern, “third-generation” computer equipment.

The reader interested in a complete chronicle of the Library's experience with MEDLARS is advised to combine the reading of this report with a re-reading of the original MEDLARS story. Thus he will be able to develop a complete picture that answers the questions: (1) What did the Library set out to do? (2) What was actually accomplished? and (3) What changes were made in the original system design and why?

MEDLARS is a dynamic system which is constantly changing; therefore, any system description must necessarily reflect only a snapshot view of a rapid motion picture. This report describes the system as it was functioning on January 1, 1968. Although some additional changes will be made before the new “third-generation” system goes into production, this point in time is adequate to describe, at least in general terms, the “final” version of the original MEDLARS.

In addition to describing the final picture of MEDLARS as it evolved over the years, this report emphasizes the changes made during the evolutionary process. Problems encountered and unmet objectives are frankly discussed in recounting the MEDLARS experience. The formal evaluation of MEDLARS conducted during 1966 and 1967 adds to the reservoir of data collected on system performance. It is hoped that this detailed reporting on the Library’s experience will assist others involved in the design and operation of information retrieval systems.

Background and History

The information which MEDLARS processes and disseminates consists of references to published medical literature. Effective utilization of published literature requires bibliographic control through descriptive and subject indexing of individual books and journal articles.

The Library initiated its program of bibliographic control of the medical literature in 1879 with publication of the first issue of *Index Medicus*, which continued until 1927 (see Figure 2). Replaced from 1927 to 1956 by the *Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus*, published by the American Medical Association, *Index Medicus* reappeared as a Library publication in 1960, replacing the monthly *Current List of Medical Literature*.

From 1960 to 1963, *Index Medicus* was produced by a partially mechanized system that utilized paper tape typewriters, punched
FIGURE 2.—Specimen page of 1879 Index Medicus produced by Dr. John Shaw Billings.
card equipment, and a Listomatic Camera.* Operation of the Listomatic System greatly aided in the subsequent development of MEDLARS, since: (1) the earlier system provided much background data used in the design of MEDLARS; (2) it offered a valuable operating experience on which to base the system design; and (3) it assisted in the data conversion task for MEDLARS, since some bibliographic data had already been put in machine-readable form for the Listomatic process.

Although the Listomatic Camera System worked effectively in the publication of Index Medicus and related publications, it had limitations. Perhaps the most serious of these was the very limited information retrieval capability. The large number of punched cards accumulated for only one year's publication precluded any effective information retrieval using punched card equipment (about 1/2 million new cards each year).

Primarily because of these limitations of the Listomatic System, and also because of the rapidly growing size of Index Medicus, the Library decided to begin planning a new and more highly mechanized system. Using both outside consultants and members of the staff, a set of overall system requirements was prepared in early 1961. Because of limited technical capability of the staff, a decision was made to use an outside contractor for the detailed design and implementation of the new system. Bidding and evaluation of contractors' submissions occurred during the first six months of 1961, and a contract was awarded to the General Electric Company, Information Systems Operation, Bethesda, Maryland.

Phase I of the contract (from mid-August to December 1961) resulted in a set of preliminary system specifications including an overall system plan, computer programming requirements, and evaluation and selection of major equipment required for the system.†

Phase II and Phase III of the contract (January 1962–December 1963) included detailed design and pre-production activities. The major tasks were: (1) computer programming and testing; (2) procedure writing; (3) ordering and installation of equipment; (4) recruiting and staffing of personnel to operate and maintain the system; (5) conversion and final system testing prior to production (scheduled for January 1964).

The conversion period ran from April to December 1963. After installation of the computer in March 1963, approximately 45,000 journal article citations from the 1963 Index Medicus were converted to magnetic tape. During this same period new personnel were added to the Library staff, and an extensive system test was carried out. Cut-over to the new system was accomplished in January 1964, and it has been in operation continuously since that date.

System Objectives

The major objectives for the MEDLARS system as stated by Library management in 1961 are listed below:

1. Improve the quality of and enlarge (broaden the scope of) Index Medicus and at the same time reduce the time required to prepare the monthly edition for printing from 22 to 5 working days.

2. Make possible the production of other compilations similar to Index Medicus in form and content (but in more specific medical subject areas and hence smaller in size).

3. Make possible, for Index Medicus and other compilations, the inclusion of citations derived from other sources, as well as from journal articles.

4. Make possible the prompt (a maximum of two days) and efficient servicing of requests for special bibliographies, on both a demand and a recurring basis, regularly searching up to five years of stored computer files.

5. Increase the average depth of indexing per article (number of descrip-

tive subject terms per article) by a factor of five, i.e., ten headings versus two.

(6) Nearly double the number of articles that may be handled (indexed and entered into the computer) annually—from 140,000 now to 250,000 in 1969.

(7) Reduce the need for duplicative total literature screening operations (at other libraries and information centers).

(8) Keep statistics and perform analyses of its own operations to provide the information needed to monitor and improve system effectiveness.

(9) Permit future expansion to incorporate new and as yet not completely defined—and hence secondary—objectives.

Some of these objectives were quite realistic and have been effectively accomplished. Others turned out to be difficult or not feasible at the time, and have met with only limited success. A more complete discussion of how objectives have been accomplished is contained in Chapter VII, Operating Experience.

Design Criteria

Although it is a generally accepted principle of systems design that the designer should operate with as few predetermined constraints on his imagination as possible, nonetheless, a large-scale, operational system such as MEDLARS usually requires that some "ground rules" be established in advance.

Some of the major guiding principles on which the design of MEDLARS was based are discussed below.

First, and perhaps most important, was a decision to continue to use human indexers for assigning subject descriptors to the literature for subsequent retrieval and publication of references. Library staff and the contractor both agreed that the state of the art of automatic indexing in 1961 was such that it was not feasible for MEDLARS. A second important and closely related decision was to continue to use a controlled vocabulary for indexing, rather than experiment with natural language or other "open-ended" indexing approaches, none of which had ever been used in a large production system.

Another major decision was to index each article only once, and use a single computer input record both for publication in Index Medicus and for retrieval purposes. This policy, which was adopted for economic reasons, has not been without its problems in requiring compromises in actual operation of the system.

Other important design criteria included:

(1) A decision to train search specialists for formulating retrieval requests for the computer, rather than allow customers of the system to attempt to formulate their own computer search statements.

(2) A decision to use serial magnetic tape files for storing journal article citations, rather than random access devices. This decision was reached after a careful analysis of comparative costs and retrieval efficiency based upon equipment available in 1961–62.

(3) A decision to segment computer programs into self-contained "modules" for ease of maintenance and system changes.

(4) A requirement that the system employ a "high-quality" output device, superior to available computer printers, for preparation of copy for MEDLARS publications. This requirement led to an extensive study of possible output devices, and a subsequent decision that the Library must develop a high-speed, high-quality photocomposition device. The decision was a truly momentous one—both for its impact on MEDLARS and the photocomposition industry in general!

(5) A decision not to increase the amount of clerical work required of the professional indexer by using clerical personnel for preparation of the computer input record. It was decided also to design the system so as to use the computer for as much coding and editing of the input data as possible.
Chapter II
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Major Products of the System

The products of MEDLARS can be divided into two major categories: (1) bibliographic publications designed for use by a large group of people working in related fields; and (2) individual demand searches of the literature tailored to the stated requirements of an individual or small group of people working on the same project.

Publications produced by MEDLARS as of January 1, 1968 are listed in Table 1. The first six publications are general reference works used in medical libraries throughout the world. The last nine are more specialized recurring bibliographies produced in a variety of formats in cooperation with professional societies and other government agencies working in the specialty fields. These cooperating organizations provide assistance and guidance in setting up the bibliography, and take responsibility for printing and distribution to workers in the specialty field.

Demand searches are individually formulated to meet the specifications of the requester. The bibliographies produced as a result of the search are printed either on 3" x 5" cards or on continuous computer tabulating paper. The content of these demand bibliographies ranges from a few articles in a very specialized field, to a broad review of the literature for someone looking for a comprehensive listing of everything related to his field of interest. Some sample demand bibliographies are shown in Figure 3.

Professional staff of the Library sometimes formulate demand searches for an individual which, they believe, may be of broader interest to others. These bibliographies are reprinted in high-quality format as "Literature Searches" and copies are sent to anyone upon request. Updated lists of Literature Searches are regularly printed in Public Health Reports, Journal of the American Medical Association, Journal of the American Dental Association, and Drug Research Reports; announcements are also published in other major journals and the bibliographies are widely circulated at professional meetings. (A complete list of current Literature Searches is available from the Library's Office of Public Information.)

In addition to publications and demand searches, MEDLARS also produces internal reports used by operating and management personnel. These include such things as operating statistics and print-outs of computer files. Figure 4 is a sample statistical report showing the frequency of usage of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).

Overall Data Flow

The data flow through MEDLARS can best be understood by referring to the flow chart in Figure 5.

The system can be described functionally as consisting of three major parts: an Input Subsystem, a Retrieval Subsystem, and a Publication Subsystem.

The Input Subsystem combines the intellectual talents of trained literature analysts with the processing and storage capabilities of the computer. New medical journals are checked in and forwarded to the Index Section, where the analysts classify the subject content of each article in the journals by assigning appropriate descriptors from the Library's controlled list of terms (Medical Subject Headings). The indexers are respon-
### Table 1. MEDLARS Publications (as of January 1, 1968)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Cooperating Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index Medicus</strong></td>
<td>Comprehensive listing of articles indexed—major library reference tool. Subject &amp; author listings; separate section listing review articles</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cumulated Index Medicus</strong></td>
<td>Cumulation of monthly issues—subject cross references added; no review section; journals indexed for Index Medicus are listed</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Subject Headings</strong></td>
<td>Alphabetic and categorized list of subject headings used in MEDLARS indexing. Published as Part II of January issue of Index Medicus</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus</strong></td>
<td>Journals indexed for Index Medicus listed by title abbreviation, full title, major subject areas, &amp; country of origin</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monthly Bibliography of Medical Reviews</strong></td>
<td>Listing of review articles in monthly Index Medicus; subject and author sections. Cumulated annually in CIM.</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NLM Current Catalog</strong></td>
<td>List of books, serials, and reports cataloged; subject and author listings</td>
<td>Biweekly with quarterly cumulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RECURRING BIBLIOGRAPHIES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Cooperating Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cerebrovascular Bibliography</strong></td>
<td>Subject bibliography with separate subject and author indexes</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>National Institute of Neurological Diseases &amp; Blindness &amp; Nat'l Heart Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fibrinolysis, Thrombolysis, and Blood Clotting</strong></td>
<td>Subject and author sections, reviews, subject and author indexes</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>National Heart Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index of Rheumatology</strong></td>
<td>Subject and author sections</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>American Rheumatism Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index to Dental Literature</strong></td>
<td>Subject &amp; author sections; some additional journals not included in Index Medicus are indexed for this publication</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>American Dental Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Nursing Index</strong></td>
<td>Subject &amp; name sections; some additional journals not included in Index Medicus are indexed for this publication</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>American Journal of Nursing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Artificial Kidney Bibliography</strong></td>
<td>Articles listed by broad subject area; bibliography is still being tested prior to general publication and release</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>National Institute of Arthritis &amp; Metabolic Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Education Bibliography</strong></td>
<td>Published as a regular section of the Journal of Medical Education</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Amer. Association of Medical Colleges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
sible also for translation of foreign titles, and a trained clerk transliterates titles of articles written in non-Latin alphabets. Journals with indexer data sheets attached are forwarded to the Input Section, where clerk-typists prepare punched paper tape input for the computer. The basic unit record consists of the article's title, author names, journal reference, and subject headings assigned by the indexer. The punched paper tape is accompanied by typewritten copy that is sight-verified by a staff of proofreaders. Once a day, all corrected paper tapes are batched and spliced together for entry into the computer.

The input computer programs accept the paper tape, edit the data extensively, and prepare the major data file—the Compressed Citation File (CCF). The Compressed Citation File is a highly coded, time-sequential store of citations used for searching and retrieval, both for individual demand searches and for MEDLARS publications.

The Retrieval Subsystem begins with the receipt of a request for a demand bibliography. Such requests are forwarded to a staff of search specialists who have had extensive training in both indexing and the logic of a computer search. These specialists formulate the request into a list of search parameters linked in logical fashion by up to three search statements. The formulated search requests are punched into cards and batched for daily computer processing. The search and retrieval programs match a batch of search questions against every record in the Compressed Citation File. Citations retrieved are printed in any one of a variety of output formats by means of print programs. The resulting lists of citations are referred to as “demand bibliographies.”

The Publication Subsystem is concerned with preparation of periodic indexes to current biomedical literature. In accordance with a publication schedule, search specification cards are entered into the computer for bibliographies to be compiled. The search and retrieval programs retrieve the appropriate citations from the CCF. The publication format programs perform a rather complicated task of page composition and prepare a magnetic tape file of one-line print records for a computer phototypesetter. This tape is used to convert the digital information from magnetic tape to characters on photographic film or paper. The exposed film or paper is developed by an automatic processor, inspected, cut into page-size sheets, and packaged for mailing to the printer. The resulting typeset pages then can be used directly for printing the final publication.

Chapters III, IV, and V describe the three major subsystems in greater detail.

In addition to the major data flow described above, the system also employs various utility programs for updating of master files and preparation of statistical reports used for management control. These utility programs are described in Chapter VI.

**Equation**

Table 2 shows the data processing and related equipment used in MEDLARS.

Input equipment includes paper tape typewriters for punching indexed citations, and punched card equipment for preparing cards used for demand searches, updating of master files, and initial entry of computer programs.

Current computer equipment includes a Honeywell-800 computer used for main pro-
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HANDWRITING, HUMAN (4), MUNGERING/ THERAPEUTIC USE, COMPLICATIONS,

*MUNGERING/ THERAPEUTIC USE, EICICLY, PARKINSONISM/ CEREBROSPINAL FLUID,

*PARKINSONISM/ COMPLICATIONS, *PARKINSONISM/ DRUG EFFECTS,

*PHENYLACETATES/ CEREBROSPINAL FLUID

CHALLAS G, CHAPEL JL, JENKINS RL

TOURETTE'S DISEASE: CONTROL OF SYMPTOMS AND ITS CLINICAL COURSE,

J INT J NEUROPSYCHIAT 1:535-109, AUG 67

ADOLESCENCE, CHILD, CHILD, FEMALE (4), *SILER DE LA

TOURETTE'S DISEASE/ DRUG EFFECTS,

*ALCOHOL/ THERAPEUTIC USE

*ALCOHOL, THERAPEUTIC USE

CHALLAS G, CHAPEL JL, JENKINS RL

TOURETTE'S DISEASE: CONTROL OF SYMPTOMS AND ITS CLINICAL COURSE,

INT J NEUROPSYCHIAT 1:535-109, AUG 67

ADOLESCENCE, CHILD, FEMALE (4), *SILER DE LA

TOURETTE'S DISEASE/ DRUG EFFECTS

*ALCOHOL/ THERAPEUTIC USE

*ALCOHOL, THERAPEUTIC USE

EMING K, SEPT JR, BORCHOK UK

TEMPORAL CHANGES IN HANDWRITING SIZE, LEVEL OF PREMORRID SOCIAL FUNCTIONING AND INTELLECTUAL LEVEL DURING TREATMENT IN ACUTE SCHIZOPHRENIA.

J NERV MENT DIS 142:126-33, JUL 66

ADOLESCENCE, ADULT, SCHIZOPHRENIA/ THERAPEUTIC USE,

*FLUPHENAZINE/ THERAPEUTIC USE, *HANDWRITING, HUMAN (4), MIDDLE AGE.

*PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS, *SCHIZOPHRENIA, MIDDLE AGE, THERAPEUTIC USE

*TRANSLZING AGENTS/ THERAPEUTIC USE

*TRANSLZING AGENTS, THERAPEUTIC USE

Figure 3.—Demand Bibliographies.
processing, and a satellite Honeywell-200 computer used for the slower input/output operations.

MEDLARS publications are prepared for printing by the Photon-900 Computer Phototypesetter referred to by Library staff as GRACE (Graphic Arts Composing Equipment). GRACE is an off-line photocomposer that prints from a font of 226 characters onto nine-inch-wide positive photographic film or paper. It operates at a speed of 1.7 lines or approximately 300 characters per second. The character set includes a 6-point font, regular and boldface, upper- and lowercase, with a large subset of special characters, including diacritical marks for foreign languages; a 10-point font, uppercase, boldface; and a 14-point font, uppercase, bold.

Although the MEDLARS equipment has performed well, continued technological advances in the computer field, coupled with workloads approaching machine capacity, have required the Library staff to begin a feasibility study for a new configuration of equipment and related programs.

Staff

As of January 1, 1968, approximately 90 people were required to operate and manage MEDLARS*. Figure 6 shows how this staff was organized, along with the number of professional and non-professional personnel in each section.

*This does not include the staff of the Cataloging Section, Technical Services Division (15 professional, 10 clerical). See Chapter VIII on the Current Catalog.
Figure 5. MEDLARS SYSTEM OVERALL DATA FLOW CHART


### Table 2. MEDLARS Data Processing Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INPUT EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Friden, Inc.</td>
<td>Flexowriters (punched-paper-tape typewriters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>024 Card Key Punches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>026 &quot; &quot; Punch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>056 &quot; &quot; Verifiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>557 Interpreter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>082 Card Sorting Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Diebold, Inc.</td>
<td>Card Tub File used for pre-punched demand search input cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>COMPUTER EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Honeywell, Inc.</td>
<td>H-800 Computer with:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Central Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Magnetic Tape Control &amp; Tape Switch Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— ¾” Tape Transports (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— 8,192 48-bit Word Memory Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Honeywell, Inc.</td>
<td>H-200 Computer with:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Central Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Magnetic Tape Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— ¾” Tape Transports (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— 8,192 6-bit Character Memory Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— 900 line-per-minute Printer and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Paper Tape Reader and Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— Card Reader/Punch and Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>— On-Line Adapter for memory-to-memory connection with H-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>OUTPUT EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Photon</td>
<td>“900”—Computer Phototypesetter (magnetic-tape-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eastman-Kodak</td>
<td>Versamat Automatic Film Processor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Bibliographic Services Division includes trained literature analysts who index new journal articles and formulate demand searches for the computer, as well as the Medical Subject Headings staff responsible for maintaining and updating the master vocabulary of terms on which the entire system is based. The Office of Computer and Engineering Services* is responsible for computer programming and program maintenance, operation of data processing equipment, and systems analysis and design.

The personnel described in Figure 6 are only those directly involved in operation of MEDLARS. There are many other groups in the Library which perform important related activities, such as selection and acquisition of books and journals, administrative services, and research and development.

Those readers who are not interested in a detailed description of how MEDLARS operates may omit the next four chapters and turn directly to Chapter VII, Operating Experience: 1963–1967.

*Called Data Processing Division to September 1965; Information Systems Division to January 1968.
FIGURE 6.—NLM Staff Working on MEDLARS.
Chapter III
INPUT SUBSYSTEM

The Input Subsystem is the functional portion of MEDLARS concerned with selection of journal articles, indexing, conversion to machine-readable form, and input to the computer for storage on magnetic tape.

Coverage and Selection of Journals

The National Library of Medicine currently receives between 18,000 and 19,000 different serial publications of all types, ranging from serious scientific journals to newsletters and popular works. The contents of approximately 2,300 biomedical journals are indexed for input into MEDLARS from the total number of serial publications received.

Selecting journals to be indexed is very difficult. The Library is aided in this task by the Committee on Selection of Literature for MEDLARS—an external advisory group of experts representing various medical specialties, medical librarians, and medical editors. The criteria for selecting journals for MEDLARS include: (1) coverage of a cross section of the various disciplines in the health sciences; (2) selection of the higher-quality journals; and (3) coverage of a cross section of foreign publications.

Journals selected are divided into two groups based upon the scientific significance of the material published; a depth-indexing group (journals that regularly carry reports of greater significance) and a non-depth group (journals containing material of lesser significance). The depth journals are indexed in much more detail than the non-depth, as discussed below. From the total collection of journals selected for MEDLARS, approximately 55% of the articles are in English; 45% are written in over thirty foreign languages.

Figures 7 and 7a illustrate the flow of materials through the MEDLARS Input Subsystem.

Journals received by the Library are forwarded to the Selection/Acquisition Section of the Technical Services Division. The MEDLARS journals are matched against a separate MEDLARS Serial Record. After serial checking, the cover is rubber-stamped and the MEDLARS Journal Title Code is copied from the Serial Record onto the cover of the journal, along with the volume and issue number (see Figure 8). The MEDLARS journals are batched and forwarded to the Index Section, Bibliographic Services Division, several times each day.

Medical Subject Headings

Before continuing with a description of the information flow through the Input Subsystem, it is important to describe the controlled vocabulary on which the entire system is based—the master file of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). This section of Chapter III will describe the structure of MeSH. Procedures for maintaining and updating the master MeSH file are covered in Chapter VI.

MeSH is a controlled, yet dynamic, list of approximately 7,200 subject headings, each defined to represent a specific concept in the biomedical field. In addition to the main headings described above, the MeSH file also contains some 250 geographical headings (place names); some 500 provisional headings—new terms being considered for inclusion as main headings; and 60 subheadings used in connection with main headings at the indexer's option. In the example KIDNEY NEOPLASMS—Surgery, the first term, KIDNEY NEOPLASMS, is the main subject heading; “Surgery” is a subheading.
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MEDLARS JOURNAL?
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INDEXER DATA FORMS
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ORIGINAL TAPES

OFFICE OF COMPUTER & ENGINEERING SERVICES

Figure 7.
*These files are found on the Medlars Dictionary Tape.

**Figure 7a.**
MeSH is published once a year in an alphabetic and categorized arrangement (see Figure 9). In addition to this published version, several computer listings are printed each year for use internally by indexers and search specialists at NLM.

Keeping MeSH current with new concepts and terminology in medicine is a demanding task. The professional staff members charged with keeping MeSH up-to-date have received assistance from outside experts in various medical specialties. Although outside assistance has been helpful, a recently completed MEDLARS evaluation (described in Chapter VII) has shown that more reliance on actual term usage in the literature and in search requests, with less reliance on committees of experts, will help to further improve the vocabulary.

In addition to the alphabetic terms, MeSH has also been structured into a hierarchical classification, or "tree structure," to facilitate search and retrieval. A sample page from the tree structure is shown in Figure 10.

MeSH is not a new vocabulary; rather, it has been developed over the years with the printed Index Medicus and its predecessor publications. The content of the vocabulary relates to usage of terms in the literature itself. This necessarily means that the list of terms must be dynamic and change to meet new concepts in the field of medicine. The dynamic nature of MeSH during the MEDLARS years is dramatically shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1964</th>
<th>1965</th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Headings</td>
<td>5612</td>
<td>6345</td>
<td>6566</td>
<td>6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Headings</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provisional Headings</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subheadings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indexing and Revision

Journals received from the Selection/Acquisition Section (see flow chart, Figure 7) are given first to a highly trained clerk in the Index Section, who verifies the Journal Title Code and transliterates the title and names of authors for all journals printed in Cyrillic alphabets. This clerk also separates the journals into categories: those to be indexed in depth, the non-depth journals, those to be handled on a "rush" basis for processing, and those to be selectively indexed for medically related papers only. The journal issues then are distributed to the professional indexers, taking into consideration the special subject or foreign-language skills of each individual.

The indexers prepare an Indexer Data Form (see Figure 11) for each article in the journal. Most journals are indexed cover-to-cover for all substantive articles. These may on occasion include, in addition to original articles, letters, editorials, biographies, and obituaries. A few journals, such as Science and Nature, are indexed selectively only for articles in the field of medicine.

The indexer first scans and evaluates the article to find out what it is about and what
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N2 - HEALTH FACILITIES, MANPOWER AND SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACILITIES MANPOWER SERVICES (NON MESH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH FACILITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMBULANCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD BANKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTAL CLINICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL DENTAL SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTENDED CARE FACILITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH FACILITY SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL CENTRAL SUPPLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL DENTAL SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL EMERGENCY SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL FOOD SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL HOUSEKEEPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL MAINTENANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL MEDICATION SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL NURSING SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT CLINICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL PHARMACY SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL PSYCHIATRIC DEPARTMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL PURCHASING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTENSIVE CARE UNITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARIES, HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPERATING ROOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, CONValescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, SPECIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, TEACHING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITALS, VETERANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABORATORIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEPER COLONIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NURSING HOMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHARMACIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POISON CONTROL CENTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REHABILITATION CENTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALFWAY HOUSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMES FOR THE AGED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELTERED WORKSHOPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TISSUE BANKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH MANPOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTISTS, WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* INDICATES PROVISIONAL HEADING

N2-1

FIGURE 10.—Specimen Page, MeSH Tree Structure Listing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN HEADING</th>
<th>subheading</th>
<th>CHECK TAGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REVIEW...</td>
<td>References</td>
<td>INFANT, NEWBORN (to 1 mo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREGNANCY</td>
<td></td>
<td>INFANT (1-23 mos.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHILD, PRESCHOOL (2-5 yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHILD (6-12 yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADOLESCENCE (13-18 yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADULT (19-44 yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIDDLE AGE (45-64 yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGED (65+ yrs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CATTLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GUINEA PIGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RABBITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HISTORY OF MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANCIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MEDIEVAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MODERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20TH CENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHIC HEADINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td>HISTORICAL ARTICLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HISTORICAL BIOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CURRENT BIOG-OBIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVISIONAL HEADINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td>HUMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IN VITRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CASE REPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COMPARATIVE STUDY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLINICAL RESEARCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.—Indexer Data Form**
are the most important points to be covered. Subject headings and subheadings are assigned from MeSH. The Indexer Data Form includes several check tags which serve as reminders to the indexer of concepts which always are to be covered (e.g., age groups, clinical report, etc.). In handling a depth journal, the indexer may use as many subject headings as are needed to describe fully the content of the articles. When indexing a non-depth journal, the indexer is limited to subject headings that describe the primary concepts only. As of January 1968, depth journal articles were assigned an average of about 10 subject headings and non-depth journals were assigned an average of about 4. The indexer also assigns subheadings and must insure that he uses a valid main heading/subheading combination in each case that a subheading is used.

In addition to assigning MeSH terms, the indexer decides whether each term is to be "print" or "non-print"; that is, to be printed in Index Medicus or to be used only in the retrieval process.

Descriptive indexing by the professional indexer includes establishment of pagination, establishment of author name format (if necessary), and translation of titles of all foreign-language articles.

After indexing, the journals with data forms attached are sent to the revisers (senior professionals who check and revise the work of the indexers). All new and trainee indexers receive 100% revision; the more experienced personnel are revised on a spot check basis.

After completion of work by the professional indexers and revisers, the journals go to a final clerical work station, where "sort authors" are established. Sort authors are required in cases where the computer is not able to follow its normal collating sequence in preparing alphabetic author lists (e.g., St. Lawrence to sort as Saint Lawrence).

In addition to performing regular production indexing functions, the Index Section carries a heavy training load, both for its own new staff members and for personnel working at Decentralized MEDLARS Stations and others outside NLM.

The original MEDLARS philosophy was to perform all indexing centrally with NLM staff. However, the massive volume of work to be done, coupled with rapidly increasing backlogs, caused Library management to reconsider this policy and begin to use outside contracts for some of the indexing work. Decentralized indexing is now underway at such places as Keio University in Japan; the MEDLARS Stations at Harvard, the University of Alabama, and the University of Colorado; and in Israel, using PL 480 counterpart funds. Private contractors have also been used. This decentralized indexing has proven quite effective.

In order to insure standardization of indexing and to facilitate the training described above, a MEDLARS Indexing Manual was prepared. All decentralized indexing is subject to revision.

After completion of all Index Section tasks, batches of journals and data sheets are forwarded to the Office of Computer and Engineering Services for data punching and computer processing.

Input Preparation and Verification

Punched paper tape was selected as the input medium for indexed citations entering the computer system because of its versatility in handling variable-length records and its ability to input 88 different characters (an important consideration for MEDLARS publications). Punched cards and optical scanning of citations prepared by a typist (not scanning of the original journal article) were also considered, but, after a careful analysis, paper tape seemed to provide the best approach.

As seen from the flow chart, Figure 7, the clerk-typists in the Input Unit receive journals with Indexer Data Forms attached for initial processing. For each journal received, the typist first punches a Journal Identification Record which contains the Journal Title Code, publication date, volume and issue number, Indexer Identification Code, and Typist Identification Code. The typist then punches one tape record for each indexed article in the journal. This record includes the title of the article in the vernacular or transliterated vernacular (except for oriental articles, which include only a title translation); the
translated title of foreign works; names of all authors or editors; the abbreviation for the language in which the article is written if it is a foreign work; the name of the subject(s) of a biography; the pagination of the article within the journal; and the descriptive tags assigned by the indexer, including main subject headings, subheadings, geographical tags, and provisional headings. Those subject headings to "print" in Index Medicus (headings under which the article will be cited in the published index) are punched in red-shift code and non-Index Medicus headings are punched in black-shift code.

The paper tape typewriters (Friden Flexowriters) operate under the control of a program tape which assists the operator in properly sequencing and identifying the data fields for the computer. The Flexowriters simultaneously produce a proof copy on continuous paper, along with the punched tape (see Figure 12).

The typist normally treats one journal issue as a batch of work for further processing, except for those journals with a very few articles, in which case several issues may be combined into one batch. The entire package (journal issue[s], Indexer Data Forms, paper tape, and Flexowriter hard copy) is then forwarded to the proofreaders.
The proofreaders sight-verify all descriptive elements of each citation on the hard copy (the subject headings are validated later during computer processing). Errors detected by the proofreaders are noted, with appropriate corrections on the hard copy, which is then returned for correction typing. The proofreaders detect one or more errors in approximately 20% of the articles punched.

Paper tape creates some problems in making corrections. Rather than attempt to correct the original tape itself by duplication or splicing, correction record(s) are punched which identify the journal article, specify the data field in error, and give the correction data. The correction record(s) are subsequently matched and applied to the original records during computer input processing.

All original input tapes and correction tapes are spliced together at the end of the day and batched for the daily input computer run. Note that correction tapes must be entered into the same computer run as the original data tapes to which they apply.

As of January 1, 1968, the average number of articles indexed and entered into the computer per day was approximately 700, or about 15,000 new items each month. It is obvious from these figures that MEDLARS must operate as an organized production system in order to maintain level workloads.

Input Module

Those computer programs which input the new journal articles and update the master magnetic tape file of citations are referred to as the Input Module. The Input Module consists of four major segments or submodules (see flow chart, Figure 7).

The first submodule reads in the paper tape (original and correction records), checks to see that only valid paper tape codes are present, and copies the records onto magnetic tape. The magnetic tape records are then sorted so that corrections are matched to the original typed citation. The correction data is then applied to produce a "clean" record on magnetic tape. Any errors detected by the computer (invalid codes or correction records which do not match) are printed on an error listing and these records are rejected.

The second submodule validates the Journal Identification Record for each journal issue in the batch. The Journal Title Codes are matched to a master Journal Record File (JRF) on magnetic tape. Note that if this code is in error, all articles from that issue must be rejected and printed on the error list. The subsequent correction, retyping, and re-entry of the material into the computer is a costly process. The JRF provides the Journal Title Abbreviation which is added to the citation record at this point.

This submodule also is used for updating of the Journal Record File. Changes to the file (additions, changes, deletions) are entered via punched cards and the file is updated during input processing. The JRF also includes the full title and place of publication, which are used in printing the annual List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus.

The third major submodule provides validation of all subject tags in the citations. The computer splits each citation into several
**Figure 14**—CCP Magnetic Tape Record Layout.
small records containing: one alphabetic subject heading and the related subheading (if any), and a Citation Identification Code. These records then are sorted into alphabetic sequence by subject heading and matched against the Master Subject Headings File on magnetic tape. Those headings which do not match the computer master file are printed on the error list and rejected; however, the citation is not rejected unless all Index Medicus print headings attached to it are rejected. Main heading/subheading combinations also are checked for validity.

Each time a match occurs, the master MeSH list on tape is updated by adding one to a tally of the frequency of term usage. This tally becomes important later in the Retrieval Subsystem. The alphabetic subject headings are replaced by code numbers provided by the master file. The coded subject records then are sorted back into citation number order, matched to the original citations, and complete citation records are rebuilt.

The fourth and final submodule builds the completed MEDLARS citation record on magnetic tape. The record is referred to as the MEDLARS Unit Record and the tape file itself is called the Compressed Citation File (CCF). A record layout of the data elements on the CCF is shown in Figure 14.

The CCF is a highly compact tape file which serves as the major store of information in MEDLARS, for both retrieval of individual demand bibliographies and preparation of published indexes. The file is serial, with records in sequence by computer entry date. On January 1, 1968, the CCF contained 645,751 citations on 25 reels of magnetic tape.

All errors detected by the computer editing routines are printed on an error listing which is returned to the Head of the Index Section who initiates correction action. (Note that an error could have been made by either the indexer or input typist.) Approximately 10% of the records entering the Input Module contain errors which are detected by the computer editing routines.

The various checks built into the Input Subsystems (revision of indexing, proofreading, computer edits) provide a good measure of control over the accuracy of data in the MEDLARS file. Nonetheless, some errors do get through, and these are usually picked up later when they appear in a publication or a demand search.

The Input Subsystem provides the raw material used for retrieval and publication, described in the next two chapters.
The Retrieval Subsystem of MEDLARS is concerned with matching requests for individual bibliographies to the citations on the Compressed Citation File. This subsystem combines the search formulation talents of trained search specialists with the rapid matching and retrieval capabilities of the computer to produce demand bibliographies.

Request Analysis and Search Formulation

The demand search cycle begins with receipt of requests for MEDLARS searches from medical educators, practitioners, and researchers. The searches are requested for a variety of purposes (e.g., to determine the state of research in a particular field, to assist in the preparation of review articles, to help solve a clinical problem). Most search requests processed at NLM and the U.S. MEDLARS Stations (at UCLA, Harvard, Ohio State University, and the universities of Colorado, Alabama, and Michigan) are received from research workers and educators, with about 95% originating in the United States.

A clear, concise statement of the search request is important for effective retrieval in MEDLARS (as in any other reference or retrieval system). Requests are made on MEDLARS Search Request Forms (see Figure 15) and may be submitted through local medical libraries or directly to NLM. In order to improve search requests and optimize use of the service, a booklet has been prepared to assist users in understanding the capabilities, limitations, and conditions under which searches are accomplished.*

In submitting his search request, the user is asked to present a detailed, specific statement of requirements, to cite pertinent citations that he may know of, to estimate the number of citations he would expect to receive, and to state any restrictions to be placed on the search. He also indicates which languages he wishes included in the search and whether he wants his final bibliography printed on 8 1/2” x 11” paper or on 3” x 5” cards.

The search specialist (or “searcher”) is a highly trained intermediary who must interact with both the requester and the computer. This requester-searcher interaction can occur at several different levels, including: (1) request form or letter received in the mail, with no direct contact; (2) request form received in the mail after requester has had discussion and advice from his local librarian; (3) request received by telephone call; (4) request received during direct interview with the requester. Searchers are encouraged to clarify requests and make liberal use of the telephone before beginning to formulate the search.

After the searcher has analyzed and clarified the request, he begins building his search formulation, which is used as the basis for computer matching and retrieval. Figure 16 is a sample search formulation. The formulation consists of two major parts: a list of the search elements to be used, and from one to three search equations showing the logical relationship between elements in the search.

The main elements used in searching are

**MEDLARS SEARCH REQUEST**

1. **INDIVIDUAL WHO WILL ACTUALLY USE THE BIBLIOGRAPHY**
   Captain William Mann

2. **TITLE**
   Dermatologist

3. **ORGANIZATION**
   Womack Army Hospital

4. **ADDRESS**
   Fort Bragg, N.C. 28307

5. **REQUEST SUBMITTED BY (If different from above):**
   Mrs. C. Edwards
   Medical Librarian

6. **DETAILED STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS (Please be as specific as possible as to purpose, scope, definitions, limitations, etc.)**

   Dr. Mann is interested in all of the articles on Molluscum Contagiosum particularly those concerning innoculation studies and clinical studies of the naturally acquired infection in man.

   Any references under venereal disease and Molluscum acquired as a venereal disease would be pertinent.

---

**4. TITLE OF PROJECT FOR WHICH SEARCH IS REQUESTED (Omit if not applicable):**

**5. MEDICAL TERMS PERTINENT TO REQUEST (Optional). DESCRIPTIONS CURRENTLY USED IN MEDLARS ARE PUBLISHED IN MEDICAL SUBJECT HEADINGS, Part 2 of the JANUARY Issue of INDEX MEDICUS.**

**MOLLUSCUM CONTAGIOSUM**

---

**6. LIMIT LANGUAGES TO**

- ☑ ENGLISH
- ☑ FOREIGN (Specify):

- ☑ ACCEPT ALL

---

**7. PRINT SPECIFICATIONS:**

- ☑ 3″ x 5″ CARDS
- ☑ PAPER

---

**FIGURE 15.—Specimen MEDLARS Search Request.**
REQUEST NO. 070552

DEMAND SEARCH FORMULATION RECORD

MAR 17, 1968

DATE March 15, 1963

TITLE Molluscum Contagiosum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TALLY</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TALLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Molluscum Contagiosum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Molluscum Contagiosum Virus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immunity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Immunology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Venereal Diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>etiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>immunology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>occurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pathogenicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENTS A, J, L, N, Y, X, AND SUMMATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REQUEST STATEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 16.—Specimen Demand Search Formulation Record.
terms from the master MeSH list. However, other search elements such as author names, journal titles, and year of publication may be used as well. Table 4 lists the search elements which can be used in MEDLARS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Main Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Subheading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Geographic Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Form Heading (e.g., Review Article)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Main Heading Used Only as &quot;Print&quot; Term for Index Medicus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Category Number from MeSH Hierarchy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Author Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Journal Title Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Computer Entry Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Language Abbreviation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Place of Publication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Year of Publication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Main Heading/Subheading Combination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of elements used in any given search varies. The searcher also may “explode” a subject heading by using the symbol “E” after the term and designating the number of levels in the MeSH hierarchy to which the term is to be expanded. The computer will then search not only for the stated term, but also for other terms specific to it in the hierarchy. In addition to the MeSH tree structure, the searchers have developed informal collections of headings which often are useful in search formulation as “horizontal” patterns of relationships (referred to as “hedges”). These hedges cut across the several MeSH categories and allow grouping together a collection of terms which identify a concept required in the search. Trees and hedges are an important feature of MEDLARS search formulation.

Groups of terms are frequently used together in search formulation. These can be referred to logically in the formulation record by use of the “sum” element. For example:

M1=Epilepsy
M2=Epilepsy, grand mal
M3=Epilepsy, petit mal
M4=Sum M1 to M3

After listing and grouping the search elements, the searcher prepares from one to three search statements. Individual elements and sums of elements are linked together into a search equation by use of three operators: OR (+); AND (*); NOT (-). The GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO (≥) and LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO (≤) operators are used with the computer entry date and year of publication search elements. The searcher has the option of formulating subsearches to provide the simultaneous expression of as many as three levels of increasing specificity (referred to as Sections 4, 5, and 6). The first statement may be a broad expression of needs; the second may introduce limitations; and the third may impose the greatest specificity for the query.

After completing all work on the search formulation itself, the searcher next determines the format for printing each citation in the final bibliography and the sequence of citations (e.g., alphabetic by author names; alphabetic by Journal Title Abbreviation; expanded under subject headings). He chooses from a number of format and sequence options, and records his choices on a Report Generator Request Form (see Figure 17). He may also assign a title to the search by adding this data to the form.

The Search Formulation Record and Report Generator Forms are then sent to the Head of the Search Section for review, prior to conversion to machine-readable input for the computer.

In examining the role of the search specialist, it should be noted that these highly trained and experienced subject specialists serve in an interpretive role between scientist users, indexers, MeSH, and computer facilities. They must develop “hedges” to cope with rigidities of MeSH, develop strategies to compensate for possible inconsistencies or inadequacies of indexing, and develop routines to cope with machine-processing problems which occur. In the original system planning, inadequate consideration was given
to the requirement for training these specialized personnel, and training has occupied a major portion of the time of the supervisors in the Search Section. The intellectual interface between the user and MEDLARS has developed into one of the more challenging and exciting aspects of the total system.

Preparing the Search for Computer Input

Figure 18 depicts the flow of information through the Retrieval Subsystem. The creation of the Demand Search Formulation and Report Generator Request Forms has already been described. The next step is to prepare this information for computer processing.

A clerk in the Search Section matches the Demand Search Formulation to a tub file of prepunched MeSH cards and pulls one card for each subject heading used in the search. The purpose of this step is to cut down on the amount of keypunching required for each search, and—what is perhaps more important—to reduce the possibility of clerical input errors and limit the number of searches rejected by the computer. The prepunched MeSH cards, Demand Search Formulation, and Report Generator Request Forms are then forwarded to the Office of Computer and Engineering Services.

The keypunch operators prepare two decks of cards for each search: a search deck and a report generator deck. In creating the search deck, the keypuncher completes punching of the prepunched subject heading cards, punches new cards for other search elements, and punches new cards for each search statement. The report generator deck includes one format card and up to three header cards with title information for the final bibliography. Both decks are batched with other
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searches and forwarded to the computer room for processing.

Searching the Computer Files
(Demand Search Module)

Programs for searching the computer files of citations are referred to as the Demand Search Module. This module has four major segments or submodules (see Figures 18, 18a, 18b).

The first submodule reads into the computer all search decks in the batch being processed and performs a comprehensive edit of each search. All search element symbols are validated, and the search statements are checked to insure that only valid operators have been used and that the search equations follow the established rules for linking elements and operators. Each subject heading is then split into a separate record along with the search request number. These records are sorted into alphabetic order and matched to the MeSH file on magnetic tape; alphabetic MeSH names are converted to their equivalent code numbers; and the frequency tallies of MeSH term usage are added to the records. The MeSH records are then sorted back into original search number sequence and re-matched to the search records. An average of about 7% to 10% of the searches are rejected by the computer edits.

The next major task performed by this first submodule is the creation of a table of significant elements. A significant element is defined as that element (or elements) in a search which must be present in order for the search to be satisfied and which has a lower frequency of usage than other elements "and'ed" with it in the search statement. An example will help to illustrate the selection of significant elements:

**Search Equation:**

\[(A \text{ and } B) \text{ or } (C \text{ and } D \text{ and } E)\]

**Frequency Tallies:**

- A — 629
- B — 1016
- C — 543
- D — 816
- E — 439

**Significant Elements:** A and E (i.e., if neither A nor E is present in a citation, the citation cannot qualify for the search).

Significant elements are selected for all searches in the batch. Duplicate terms are eliminated and the resulting table of significant elements is stored in internal memory of the computer for use in the next submodule, High Speed Search. The significant element table also includes a code for each search in the batch to which this element applies.

The final task of the edit submodule is to formulate each search in the batch into a logical, decision-table format. These records are written onto magnetic tape for later use in the Logical Search Submodule. The use of the decision table will be explained later.

The High Speed Search Submodule is the only Demand Search Program which requires passing the entire CCF File. The MEDLARS computer system has overlap processing capability; that is, simultaneous reading of one magnetic tape, internal processing, and writing of another tape. In order to minimize the amount of tape-reading time, it is desirable to have tape-read time exceed internal processing time so that no starting and stopping of the tape is required (since some time is lost in acceleration and deceleration of the tape unit). The use of the significant element table in High Speed Search allows this program to process the entire MEDLARS CCF File in a minimum amount of time. The actual tape-processing time for any given search run is a function of the batch size of the searches being processed.

The significant element table is searched for each citation record on the CCF, with citations which match recorded on an intermediate output tape, along with the codes from the significant element table. These codes indicate which of the searches in the batch this citation could satisfy.

The next submodule is the Logical Search. This program reads in the decision tables from magnetic tape and matches the citations retrieved from High Speed Search against these tables.

Note that each citation being searched in the Logical Search Submodule carries a code indicating which search(es) in the batch it could possibly satisfy, and only the appropriate decision tables for each search are
Table 5
Decision Table Logic

Example: M1 * (M2 + M3 + M4) * = "and" + = "or"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Element</th>
<th>No Match Code</th>
<th>Match Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Match & No Match Codes
0 = Examine next element in table
3 = Retrieve this citation
5 = Reject this citation
No Match on M1: Reject citation
Match on M1: Jump to look at M2
No Match on M2: Look at M3
Match on M2: Retrieve citation
No Match on M3: Look at M4
Match on M3: Retrieve citation
No Match on M4: Reject citation
Match on M4: Retrieve citation

Examined. Those citations which satisfy the complete logical search criteria are written onto a tape of retrieved citations. Citations satisfying more than one search in the batch are written a multiple number of times on the retrieved file, with each citation identified by a search request number. The Logical Search Submodule also produces a printed listing of each search (and subsearch), showing the number of citations retrieved. This listing is returned to the search specialists.

The fourth submodule prepares the final tape format for the retrieved citation file, sorting the citations into order by search number. If the computer operator notices an unusually large number of citations retrieved, he may check with the searcher before printing this search, since the searcher may choose to print only a few citations and possibly reformulate the search.

The MEDLARS two-phase search logic optimizes the passing of a very large serial magnetic tape file.

Printing the Retrieved Citations (Report Generator Module)

The function of the Report Generator Module is to print demand bibliographies in a variety of formats and sequences (see Figure 18). The module is called “Report Generator” because the computer generates a number of different possible report formats based upon the specifications given to it by the report generator cards (specified by the searcher).

The first program of this module edits the report generator cards for errors and matches these cards to the retrieved citations for each search in the batch. Those searches requiring printing of citations by subject heading are expanded; that is, the citations are copied once for each subject heading to be used in the expansion.

The resulting intermediate work tape next is sorted into final sequence, using the sort keys provided by the report generator cards.

If any of the searches in the batch requires printing of “tracings” (a listing of each subject heading with the printed citations), a third submodule sorts the subject headings into numeric sequence and looks up the alphabetic names on the MeSH file. These are then re-sorted back into search request sequence.

The final submodule creates a magnetic tape for printing of the demand bibliographies on the Honeywell-200 computer. These bibliographies are returned to the Search Section for screening and preliminary evaluation, prior to mailing to the requester. The searchers employ several form letters to explain the results to the requester. In addition, each search is accompanied by an appraisal form requesting a formal evaluation of the search by the user (see Figure 19).

As of January 1, 1968, the average turnaround time for searches (receipt in the Library to mailing of results) was about two weeks. Throughput time varies substantially with the workload, however.

It is also possible to print a demand search on GRACE in those few cases where the demand bibliography is to be widely distributed to a large number of people. In such a case, the Report Generator Module produces a tape which is processed by the Output Module, described in the next chapter.
No. of Search | Name of Requester
---|---
The National Library of Medicine

**APPRAISAL**

**OF**

**MEDLARS SEARCH**

Your frank appraisal will greatly assist us in evaluating and improving MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System). Thus we hope that you will complete this form at your earliest convenience and return it to NLM for our review.

![Signature]

Joseph Leiter, Ph.D., Associate Director for Intramural Programs

### Relevance

How many citations received were relevant to your request? __________

In your opinion, what may have caused retrieval of the non-relevant citations?

- [ ] indexing
- [ ] search formulation
- [ ] subject headings in Medical Subject Headings
- [ ] statement of request
- [ ] other __________ Explain __________

### Completeness

In many cases it will not be possible to determine the completeness of the search for periodical articles. However, it would be helpful to know how many pertinent citations known to you were not included.

Would you please list at least the more important ones?

### Timeliness

Did you receive the citations in time to be of use? __________

Do you have comments on timeliness? __________

---

**FIGURE 19.** Specimen Form, Appraisal of MEDLARS Search.

(Continued on Page 36)
General Comments

General comments not covered above may also be valuable in improving this new experimental service. These comments may be grouped as follows:

a) In your opinion, are Medical Subject Headings (found in Part 2 of Vol. 8, No. 1, January 1967, Index Medicus) adequate? □ inadequate? □

If inadequate, do you have comments as to how they may be improved?

b) In your opinion, is the list of Journals covered for Index Medicus (There is a list in the January 1967 issue of Index Medicus) adequate? □ inadequate? □

If inadequate, do you have suggestions as to improved coverage?

c) Other

Figure 19.—Continued.
Chapter V

PUBLICATION SUBSYSTEM

The Publication Subsystem consists of programs and procedures for producing MEDLARS bibliographic publications. A complete list of these publications was given in Chapter II, Table 1. This chapter will discuss the methods followed in preparation of recurring bibliographies and other MEDLARS publications.

Figures 20, 20a, and 20b are flow charts for the Publication Subsystem which is referenced throughout this chapter.

Establishing and Testing Recurring Bibliographies

A recurring bibliography is a periodic selection of citations from current input, structured by a predetermined pattern according to the interest profile of a group. After being contacted by a professional organization with a request for a new recurring bibliography, Library management reviews the request in relation to available resources and makes a decision whether or not to proceed with the new publication. If a decision is made to proceed, several meetings are held with representatives of the cooperating organization to select tentative subject and format parameters for the new bibliography. This selection work is coordinated by a senior staff member of the Search Section, Bibliographic Services Division.

The tentative parameters are tested by running several computer searches to produce “test” copies of the new publication. The results are reviewed jointly by NLM and the cooperating organization, modifications are made, and the search repeated. This testing may require several months’ time, depending upon the complexity of the subject. In some cases, the test bibliographies are mailed to a select group of outside experts for review before the final parameters are selected.

After the test search has been approved, the final specifications are forwarded to the Input Unit, where recurring bibliography search and format specification cards are keypunched and verified. The search specification cards, which are punched in the format required for the Demand Search Module, are filed and held until time to run the recurring bibliography. The format specifications are added to the recurring bibliography format parameter file.

Computer Programs for Producing MEDLARS Publications

The recurring bibliography search cards are pulled from the file when the publication is scheduled to be run. (Note that the frequency of publication varies from monthly to annual, depending upon the recurring bibliography in question.)

The search cards are run through the Demand Search Module (see Chapter IV) and the citations which satisfy the search are written onto tape—the Retrieved Citation File (RCF). Note that in running the Demand Search Module, only the “current” CCF tapes are searched; that is, those new citations added to the file since the last run of the publication. This is controlled by the date card input as part of the search.

The next computer job is running the Recurring Bibliography Submodule (see Figure 20). This submodule processes the RCF tape for the recurring bibliographies and formats each citation on the RCF into standard print formats. Each character of the citation is converted to a special code required for GRACE, and the citation elements are arranged in the correct format for printing. A
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partial right-margin justification is also performed by varying the amount of blank space between words of the citation. The resulting formatted citations are written onto another magnetic tape called the Processed Citation File or PCF.

The Recurring Bibliography Submodule also is used to create a PCF tape for the monthly Index Medicus. Since almost all new citations entering the system go into Index Medicus, it is not necessary to run the Demand Search Module for this publication. Rather, the new CCF file for the month is input directly into this submodule with the appropriate date cards.

The programs which process the PCF and produce the final tapes for printing are called the Output Module (see Figure 20).

A submodule expands each citation by subject heading, creating an Expanded Processed Citation File (EPCF). The EPCF is then sorted into final bibliography sequence, and a Format Submodule produces a tape for the Photocomposer—GRACE. Note that in the case of Index Medicus, the twelve monthly EPCF tapes are saved for the annual cumulation.

The formatting programs are quite complex, since they must deal with various formats (1, 2, or 3 columns per page, etc.). In addition, the programs handle such things as page headings, intermediate headings within columns, and continuous page numbers (see Figure 21).

The Output Module includes three other submodules for producing four special MEDLARS publications. The BMR/CIM Submodule takes the twelve monthly EPCF files (which have been collated by subject and author) and produces two sets of tapes—one for the Cumulated Index Medicus and another for the annual Bibliography of Medical Reviews. These tapes are processed by the Format Submodule to create tapes for GRACE. The LJI (List of Journals Indexed) Submodule uses the Journal Record File (JRF), created by the Input Module (see Chapter III), and creates a tape for GRACE. Similarly, the MeSH Submodule creates a GRACE tape for the annual printed list of subject headings, working from the master MeSH file.

The MEDLARS Photocomposer (GRACE)

Tapes produced by the Output Module are processed by the Photon 900 computer phototypesetter—GRACE.

GRACE consists of three components. Print lines are delivered from a standard Honeywell magnetic tape drive. The electronic control unit of GRACE includes an operator control panel, an input converter, a small amount of core storage, and special-purpose logical circuitry which computes timing signals for driving the optical unit. The optical unit has five major subassemblies: flash tubes, a matrix of characters etched onto glass plates, a reciprocating lens, a mirror block assembly, and film handling unit. The lens makes one complete horizontal sweep for each print line, during which time the control unit sends a signal to each of the flash tubes at the exact instant required to expose the appropriate character at its proper position on the film. As the lens sweep is completed, the film is advanced, a new record is read, and the cycle is repeated (see Schematic Diagram, Figure 22).

The final product produced by the optical unit of GRACE is a roll of exposed film or paper, full size, 9" wide by approximately 120' long. Each roll holds about 120 pages for publication.*

Final Processing

After the tapes have been run through GRACE, the exposed film or paper is developed by an automatic processor—a Kodak Versamat.

The developed film or paper then is sent to a quality control station where it is inspected, cut into page-size sheets, and packaged for delivery to a commercial printer. Offset printing and binding completes the publication cycle.

For a MEDLARS recurring bibliography, the above cycle is run twice. A galley proof

*For a more complete description of GRACE see:
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Figure 21.—Sample INDEX MEDICUS Page.
copy is run first and sent to the Senior Scientific Editor, who checks it for scientific accuracy (of indexing) and for any obvious mechanical errors. Corrections, if necessary, are made via File Maintenance Programs and the final copy for the publication is produced. Because of its size, this procedure is not followed for Index Medicus.

Index Medicus, NLM Current Catalog, Medical Subject Headings, List of Journals Indexed, Monthly Bibliography of Medical Reviews, and Cumulated Index Medicus are distributed by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office; recurring bibliographies are distributed by the cooperating organizations.
Chapter VI
UTILITY PROGRAMS

Chapters III, IV, and V have described the main operating computer programs of MEDLARS. In addition, there are several Utility Modules which support the operating programs and which are quite important. These utility programs consist of three modules and a miscellaneous category, as described below.

Updating the Subject Headings File (MeSH Generator Module)

The Medical Subject Headings File (MeSH), described in detail in Chapter III, is maintained and updated by the professional staff of the MeSH Section, Bibliographic Services Division. This staff of experienced lexicographers and clerical assistants produces additional and changes to MeSH for updating the magnetic tape file in the computer system. MeSH is revised once a year and printed in a separate volume accompanying the January issue of Index Medicus. A considerable amount of time is spent reviewing and selecting each new heading for the annual revision. The subject heading specialists produce a New Heading Work Sheet for every new term entering the system.

This work sheet provides the new alphabetic MeSH name, the definition and scope note for indexing, information on authority for the new term, how this concept was previously indexed, place in the tree structure for the term, relation to cross references, and file maintenance required of the CCF (if any). In addition to new subject headings, the subject heading specialists also produce other changes to the MeSH file, including heading and cross-reference changes, and withdrawing old headings.

A clerical assistant in the MeSH Section assigns to the terminology to be changed the necessary code numbers required for the computer and produces the source documents for keypunching. Figure 23 depicts the flow of information for MeSH maintenance.

The MeSH Generator Module matches the MeSH change cards (which can include new terms, changes, and deletion of old terms) to the MeSH file on magnetic tape and makes the appropriate changes to the file. This module is run throughout the year to add and delete provisional headings. At the end of each year, the module is run to apply all the changes created for the annual revision. The module also is used to produce the annual MeSH file which includes cross-references for Cumulated Index Medicus and the annual Bibliography of Medical Reviews (see Chapter V). The final function of the MeSH Generator Module is preparation of printed MeSH lists used internally by NLM staff, including lists showing the MeSH hierarchical tree structure.

Maintaining the Compressed Citation File (File Maintenance Module)

Many situations create the requirement for the ability to make changes to the master file of citations (CCF). Errors in citations already on tape are frequently detected by NLM staff, users of Index Medicus and recurring bibliographies, and recipients of demand searches. In addition, the annual revision to MeSH requires that corrections be made to the CCF in cases where a one-for-one substitution of terms or a deletion of terms has occurred. (It is not possible to correct the CCF when a general subject heading is replaced by several more specific terms; MeSH is therefore revised only once a year,
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since the searcher must consider these general-specific MeSH changes in formulating a search.)

File maintenance changes to the CCF originate in the Index Section, Search Section, and MeSH Section. Figure 24 shows the flow of information for file maintenance.

After keypunching and verification, the change cards are processed by the File Maintenance Module which corrects the appropriate records on the CCF. Note also that the Expanded Processed Citation Files (EPCF) for the twelve monthly issues of Index Medicus, which are saved and cumulated for the CIM (see Chapter V), are also corrected by the File Maintenance Module.

Maintenance of the entire CCF file (25 reels as of January 1, 1968) is a time-consuming job. This is normally done only once a year, following the annual MeSH revision.

Reports of System Activity (Statistical Module)

The Statistical Module produces management reports for the Library staff operating MEDLARS. Table 6 shows the reports which are available from this module. The module is run monthly, quarterly, and on an annual cycle to produce the reports described above. Figure 25 shows the structure of the Statistical Module Programs. A parameter card is punched, specifying which of the eight statistical reports are to be produced and what period of time is to be covered. These parameters are matched against the MeSH file and the appropriate CCF tapes to produce the printed reports.

Miscellaneous Utility Programs

In addition to the three modules described above, other utility programs are used in the MEDLARS system as needed. These include such routines as generalized sort and merge programs provided by the computer manufacturer, programs to copy magnetic tape files, i.e., the CCF and MeSH files for use at decentralized MEDLARS Stations (as described in Chapter VII).

Table 6
Statistical Module Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal Report</td>
<td>List of journals indexed during the period, with date of publication of each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Heading/Subheading Usage</td>
<td>Frequency of main heading/subheading usage with a breakdown as to Index Medicus— (IM) or non-IM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Report</td>
<td>Total number of articles in English indexed; total number of foreign articles indexed with breakdown by language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Medicus Statistics</td>
<td>Number of citations in Subject Section, Name Section, and number of junior author cross-references in Index Medicus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMR Statistics</td>
<td>Number of articles indexed for Bibliography of Medical Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category Usage</td>
<td>Number of times each category of terms in the MeSH tree structure is used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexer Statistics</td>
<td>Average depth of indexing by each member of the indexing staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Volume Headings</td>
<td>List of large volume main headings and most frequently used provisional headings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter VII

OPERATING EXPERIENCE: 1963-1967

The preceding chapters have described MEDLARS as it was operating on January 1, 1968. This chapter presents actual operating experience during the period 1963 to 1967, points out differences between the current system and the original design, and comments on how well the original system objectives (listed in Chapter I) have been met.

Data Conversion Period

The initial plan for implementation of MEDLARS called for a one-year data conversion period during the year immediately preceding production (1963). The plan was to build a one-year file of citations on the CCF which would serve two purposes: (1) provide a large data base for final system testing; and (2) provide an initial file of approximately 150,000 citations so that searching could begin immediately after production.

The conversion plan required operation of the new MEDLARS Input Subsystem in parallel with the Listomatic System for production of Index Medicus. Three special Flexowriters (paper tape typewriters) were purchased to aid the conversion efforts. Paper tapes produced for the Listomatic System on Justowriter machines were read and copied on the conversion typewriters, with the additional information required for MEDLARS entered from the keyboard.

The conversion plan met with very limited success. Many problems were encountered, the most serious of which are listed below:

1. Because of delays in computer programming and preparation of the initial MeSH file, the Input Subsystem was not ready for use until April 1963, three months later than planned.

2. The abnormally high workload created by the need to run parallel systems, coupled with the pressures involved in final testing of the new system, forced the Library to abandon plans for complete conversion and to include only English-language articles in the new system. This fact, along with the delay discussed above, resulted in only 45,000 citations being converted to tape during 1963, rather than the original plan for 150,000.

3. Many "bugs" and inefficiencies in the new Input Subsystem had to be ironed out during the conversion period. Indexing errors occurred because of lack of experience of the indexers with the new system and the requirement for a much greater depth of indexing.

4. Finally, the deficiencies in the initial MeSH file began to become evident as the conversion and testing period progressed.

Despite these problems, two reels of CCF tape were created and proved invaluable as a resource for final volume testing of the system. These tapes were also used initially for searching. However, the Library decided in 1965 to discontinue searching the conversion file because of indexing inconsistencies and MeSH problems, and these tapes are no longer included in the MEDLARS data base.

Problems with GRACE

GRACE had been scheduled for delivery to NLM in May 1963, well before the operational target date of January 1964. Slippage in the delivery schedule required Library management, late in the summer of 1963, to
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face a major decision: delay the inauguration of MEDLARS or find an alternate way to print *Index Medicus*.

A decision was made to follow the original production schedule, and a crash programming effort resulted in a set of programs to print *Index Medicus* on the standard computer printer with a very limited character set of uppercase symbols only, using the same tapes (EPCF) for input that would have been used to produce GRACE copy. This procedure was used for six issues, January to June 1964 (see Figure 26).

During the first part of 1964, these print programs were modified to create a tape for printing on an IBM-1403 Chain Printer at a private company in Washington, D.C. This printer was capable of producing both upper- and lowercase letters and the July 1964 issue was produced by this method (see Figure 27).

One year late, GRACE finally arrived at NLM in May 1964 and, after careful checkout, was used for production of *Index Medicus* beginning with the August 1964 issue. The decision to begin production in January 1964 proved to be a good one, since the EPCF's for the first seven issues produced by the computer printer were available for use in producing the *Cumulated Index Medicus* for 1964 by GRACE. Note: Refer back to Figure 21 to compare GRACE page with Honeywell and IBM printout.

Initial Production Period

As described above, MEDLARS became operational in January 1964. Transition to the new system was effected without great difficulty, a testimony to the joint efforts of the contractor and NLM staff in system testing and training of personnel. Contractor personnel (except those working on GRACE) were able to leave the Library in February 1964 and no system maintenance contracts were required.

Computer programs of the Input and Publication Subsystems seemed to work much more effectively during the initial year of production than did the Demand Search Programs. Many program "bugs" continued to appear in the search routines. These problems, coupled with problems in the conversion CCF file described earlier, resulted in poor demand search production in 1964.

Some of the major deficiencies in the MeSH vocabulary were discovered in 1964. The Library began to realize that outside expert advice was needed for improving the vocabulary, and major revisions were made for 1965. Other problems were encountered in smoothing out operating procedures; such things as error and rejection rates of input citations were found to have been underestimated.

Maintenance of the System; Changes Made

No system design is ever perfect; and no good manager will be content to have a system remain static without constant improvements and changes being made. MEDLARS is no exception to this rule. Many problems encountered during operation have resulted in changes from the original design. Some of the more important changes are listed below:

1. **Input Errors.** The high number of errors in citations entering the system pointed up the need for additional input editing. As a result, a new procedure was installed to print all new citations added to the CCF each day and have these proofread by an experienced editor.

2. **Change of Recurring Bibliography Procedures.** The original input programs created both a CCF and PCF (Processed Citation File). Selection and formatting of citations for recurring bibliographies was done by the Input Module, and the PCF was used directly in the Publication Subsystem. This approach was believed to be efficient in that it leveled out the output workload by doing it every day. However, in actual practice, this method turned out to be very inefficient because of the long Input Module runs that resulted. In 1966 the Library converted to a single file system (CCF) and used the Demand Search Programs to select citations for recurring bibliographies. The result was a net saving of over fifty hours per month of computer time.
(3) Demand Search Problems. High rejection rates for demand searches along with slow turnaround times caused many changes to be made in the Retrieval Subsystem. Conversion from complete paper tape punching of all search formulations to use of pre-punched MeSH cards (see Chapter IV) improved the error and rejection problem. Major changes in the Demand Search Programs resulted in an increase of average batch size from about ten searches per batch to as many as 60, with the average between 25 and 30. The computer processing time for a search was reduced to about 30% of its previous length. Figure 28 is a chart showing the improvements in search processing time over the years. Procedural changes have also helped to improve turnaround time somewhat.

(4) File Maintenance. Many inefficiencies were discovered in the File Maintenance Module. Perhaps the most serious was the inability of these programs to handle mass changes in the tree structures (hierarchy of terms) of MeSH. Modification of the module to add this feature resulted in a 9-to-1 improvement in computer time, and, perhaps more important, a reduction of months of clerical effort previously required to change individual citations.
(5) MeSH Revision. The original system design for MEDLARS grossly underestimated the size and number of changes to MeSH that would be required for the annual revision. New procedures had to be developed, with utility programs written to aid the staff of the MeSH Section. Over 500 new terms have been added for the 1968 revision.

Other changes are still required and system maintenance will be an ongoing process. The NLM programming staff must constantly plan on system maintenance as a major factor in estimating workloads.

MEDLARS Decentralization

Decentralization of the MEDLARS Retrieval Subsystem was planned during the original systems design period. The major objectives of the decentralization program were: (1) improve demand search service by providing regional service closer to users throughout the country; and (2) increase the total number of searches processed each year by the use of multiple search stations.

Consideration was given to several alternate approaches to decentralization, including: (1) decentralize the search formulation activities, but continue centralized computer processing at NLM, and submit searches via data communication equipment; (2) establish regional offices of NLM with both searchers and their own computer equipment for search processing; and (3) contract with existing centers to provide search services on a regional basis. After much study, the last was selected, since it would bring the service closer to the user, and, at the same time, bolster local medical library resources. The original plans thus developed called for contracts to be awarded to from six to ten...
universities or other nonprofit organizations with a combination of good medical library and computer resources.

Two contracts were awarded in 1965—one with the University of Colorado to serve the Mountain Time Zone, and another with the University of California at Los Angeles to serve the Far West. The Colorado MEDLARS staff contracted for time on a Honeywell-800 computer at the Denver Federal Center, and, since no major reprogramming was needed, was able to become operational in short order. The Colorado Station has been running searches since February 1965.

The UCLA contract was more complex. Computer processing was to be done on an IBM 7094-7040 direct coupled computer system. Since complete reprogramming of the Demand Search and Report Generator Modules was required, the Library directed that these programs be rewritten in COBOL, a machine-independent language which could be used on other makes and models of computers. This decision turned out to be a mistake, at least in part. Since the COBOL language is necessarily generalized, it does not generate the most efficient operating programs. The combined high-speed logical search program took so much computer time that it had to be rewritten in a machine-oriented language. Unfortunately, the MEDLARS computer system at UCLA has never become operational. Delays encountered in reprogramming and the replacement of the 7094 computer by an IBM-360/75 before the project was completed caused NLM staff to change plans and process UCLA MEDLARS searches on the central computer in Bethesda.

Contracts were awarded in 1966 to Harvard University, the University of Alabama, and the University of Michigan for development of additional MEDLARS Stations, bringing the total to five. The Stations have sent personnel to NLM for six months of intensive training in indexing, MeSH, and search formulation. All five Stations are now formulating searches. However, because of reprogramming problems, only the Colorado Station was actually processing searches as of January 1, 1968—the other Stations mailing formulated searches to Bethesda. Some of the reasons for this are discussed below.

In addition to the five regional MEDLARS Stations, Ohio State University and the Texas Medical Center in Houston asked for access to the MEDLARS tapes in order to establish stations with their own resources. Ohio State, which has two IBM-7094 systems, completed debugging of the UCLA MEDLARS Program, made some modifications, and now has the system operational. Ohio State was recently designated as MEDLARS Search Station for the State of Ohio, and the Texas Medical Center is now operating privately without financial support from NLM.

MEDLARS decentralization has also taken place internationally. The United Kingdom is now operating a MEDLARS Station for all of Great Britain. Searches are formulated at the National Lending Library for Science and Technology, and computer processing is handled at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Complete reprogramming of the search routines was successfully accomplished for the English Electric KDF-9 computer.* A second international MEDLARS Station is in successful operation at the Karolinska Institut in Stockholm, Sweden. Searches at this Station are processed on a system utilizing an IBM-1401 and IBM-7094 computer.

Figure 29 is a graph showing searches produced during one three-month period through the MEDLARS Decentralization Program. Plans have also been made to include MEDLARS Search Stations at all Regional Medical Libraries to be established under the provisions of the Medical Library Assistance Act of 1965.

It is obvious from the above discussion that the MEDLARS Decentralization Program has had many problems. Some of these are summarized below:

(1) Reprogramming Problems. The time and effort involved was badly under-estimated by NLM staff.

(2) Tape Conversion Problems. The prob-

lem of converting from one magnetic tape form to another was thought to be trivial, but this was not so. Many problems were encountered; for example, a missing designator indicating the end of a data field on a tape generated by NLM causes havoc with the Tape Conversion Program at a MEDLARS Station.

(3) Difficulties Encountered at University Computer Stations. Most university centers have not had experience with the operation of large-file data processing systems. They are more accustomed to running short computational problems. One Station didn't even realize that it had a defective magnetic tape drive which was stretching tapes until it started MEDLARS processing. Similar problems were encountered in programming and software development.

(4) Communications Problems. Because of the remote location of the MEDLARS Stations, communications between NLM and regional personnel were not always as good as they should have been. The coordination and training of searchers turned out quite well, however.

(5) Because of the above, developmental time and costs for the Stations were higher than originally anticipated.

Formal Evaluation of MEDLARS

A comprehensive project to evaluate the demand search performance of MEDLARS was initiated in January 1966—two years after operation began. A preliminary test was conducted early that year to establish the feasibility of approach, and the full test program became operational in August 1966. The evaluation was completed in December 1967, and the final report will be published in 1968. An advisory committee of six experts in the fields of documentation, statistics, information retrieval, and computer science provided a critical review of the study as it progressed.*

Twenty organizations, representing the principal types of medical groups (academic, clinical, research, pharmaceutical, regulatory) making use of MEDLARS, cooperated in the study. The majority of the demand search requests made by members of these organizations within a 12-month period were treated as test requests. These were all "real-life" requests, representing actual information needs. While the organizations agreed in advance to cooperate in the study, the individual requester knew nothing of the evaluation until his request had been made to the system.

The test program was conducted to determine how well MEDLARS retrievals are satisfying the demands of users and, in addition, what factors are the principal contributors to system failures. Data derived from the test program are of two types: (1) performance figures and (2) case studies.

Performance figures include recall ratios (the proportion of the total of relevant articles, contained in the data base, that is retrieved in a search), precision ratios (the proportion of all articles returned in a search that are judged relevant), and novelty ratios (the proportion of the relevant articles retrieved that are brought to the requester's attention for the first time by the MEDLARS search). Recall and precision ratios are used to compare the performance of the system in various modes and conditions of operation. For example, they allow a comparison of performance for various kinds of user groups, for various kinds of requests (across broad subject fields), and for requests handled with varying levels of user-system interaction.

Case studies are analyses of system failures (i.e., failures to retrieve known relevant articles, or instances in which large numbers of irrelevant citations were retrieved). An analysis is conducted to determine at what point the system failed.

The evaluation program is diagnostic, intended to identify major problem areas, and thus allows appropriate corrective action in system design and operating procedures.

The study revealed that MEDLARS is operating, on the average, at about 58% recall and 50% precision. Thus, the system retrieves about 58% of all the references in the system which would be of value to the requester, and one out of every two documents retrieved is judged to be of value by the requester. The study further showed considerable scatter of results, indicating wide variation of performance among the test searches.

Of considerably more importance than these figures are the reasons for system failures. Each system failure was extensively analyzed and attributed to the indexing, indexing language, user-system interaction, searching strategies employed, computer processing, or a combination of the above. The results of this analysis, based on the results from 300 test searches, are listed in Table 7. Further discussion of this analysis can be found in the final report of the MEDLARS evaluation project.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Attributed To:</th>
<th>Number of Recall Failures</th>
<th>Number of Precision Failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indexing</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing Language</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate User-System Interaction</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching Strategies</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Processing</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective No. 1: Improve the quality of and enlarge (broaden the scope of) Index Medicus and at the same time reduce the time required to prepare the monthly editions for printing from 22 to 5 workdays.

Comment: For the most part, this objective has been met. The quality of Index Medicus has been improved through improvements to MeSH, improvements in the journal selection process, and constant attention to indexing accuracy. The scope has been broadened considerably from 129,808 articles from 2,275 journal titles in 1963 to 163,077 articles from 2300 journal titles in 1967. Processing time has been cut to about five days.

Objective No. 2: Make possible the production of other compilations similar to Index Medicus in form and content (but in more specific medical subject areas and hence smaller in size).

Comment: This objective has been accomplished through the production of recurring bibliographies (see Table 1, Chapter II). However, the original estimate of 50 recurring bibliographies was too high and only nine were in production on January 1, 1968, with some others in the planning stage. Because of the difficulties in the intellectual effort required, the development of recurring bibliographies turned out to be a much larger job than was originally estimated.

Objective No. 3: Make it possible to include in Index Medicus and other compilations citations derived, not only from journal articles, but from other sources as well.

Comment: The system capability to include citations to monographs in MEDLARS was provided through reprogramming for the Current Catalog (see Chapter VIII).

Performance in Relation to Original System Objectives

To summarize this chapter on operating experience, the original system objectives of MEDLARS (as listed in Chapter I) are reexamined to see how well they have been met and what changes in goals were required:

*F. W. Lancaster, Evaluation of the MEDLARS Demand Search Service, National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland, 1968.
Objective No. 4:
Make possible the prompt (a maximum of two days) and efficient servicing of requests for special bibliographies, on both a demand and a recurring basis, regularly searching up to five years of stored computer files.

Comment: It has not been possible to accomplish a two-day search turnaround time with the present batch processing system. Also, because of computer time limitation, demand searches beginning in early 1968 include only references from January 1966 on, instead of references from the entire file.

Objective No. 5:
Increase the average depth of indexing per article (number of descriptive subject terms per article) by a factor of five, i.e., ten headings versus two.

Comment: This objective has been accomplished for depth journals to which an average of about ten subject headings per article are assigned (see Chapter III). However, non-depth journals are indexed to an average depth of only about four terms.

Objective No. 6:
Nearly double the number of articles that may be handled (indexed and entered into the computer) annually—from 140,000 now to 250,000 in 1969.

Comment: Production has increased with MEDLARS to 165,000 articles input in 1967. Library management hopes to meet the goal of 250,000 articles by 1969, but the attainment of this goal remains uncertain.

Objective No. 7:
Reduce the need for duplicative total literature screening operations (at other libraries and information centers).

Comment: This objective is difficult to evaluate. However, all indications point to its being met. Index Medicus and other MEDLARS bibliographies are used extensively in libraries and information centers as literature screening tools. No other medical indexing operation comparable in size to MEDLARS has come into existence. Hence, it can reasonably be assumed that a good deal of expensive, duplicative indexing has been avoided.

Objective No. 8:
Keep statistics and perform analyses of its own operations to provide the information needed to monitor and improve system effectiveness.

Comment: This objective has been partially accomplished through the Statistical Module Reports described in Chapter VI. Other reports have been identified that could be derived from the system and could be very useful (e.g., statistical data on demand searches). However, for the most part, NLM programmers have been too busy to work on these reports.

Objective No. 9:
Permit future expansion to incorporate new and as yet not completely defined—hence, secondary—objectives.

Comment: This objective has been accomplished. Installation of MEDLARS has provided a base of data processing equipment and experienced system personnel at the Library for work on new systems and extensions of MEDLARS. Chapter VIII describes a major new system, derived from MEDLARS, which has been in production since January 1966.

Of the nine original objectives of MEDLARS, three have been completely accomplished, six partly accomplished.
Background and History*

The original plan for MEDLARS called for entry of cataloging data for all new monographs, theses, and serial titles into the computer files. Citations representing this cataloging were to appear in Index Medicus, which would constitute the only book-form record of the NLM catalog. This plan was subsequently abandoned for several reasons. First, systems limitations in MEDLARS would not permit the publishing of citations in acceptable form without extensive modifications. Second, the books and serial titles are not assigned subject headings in sufficient depth to be effectively mixed with the more detailed indexing of journal articles. Third, a re-examination of the potential uses of a book-form catalog pointed up possible advantages to other medical libraries in a separate book-form catalog printed at frequent intervals.

For these reasons, the original plan was dropped, and, in February 1964, a systems analyst began work on a new computer-aided catalog processing system. This system represents the first major extension of MEDLARS, taking further advantage of the experienced data processing staff and equipment acquired to operate MEDLARS. No outside contract help was used in the design or implementation of the cataloging system.

Design work lasted for about one year and programming began early in 1965. Rather than writing all new programs, the new system relied heavily on modifications to the MEDLARS Input and Output Modules to incorporate new requirements. System tests were run during November and December of 1965, and the new system went into production, on schedule, in January 1966.

The major objectives of this system are (1) to make NLM cataloging available to other medical libraries on a current and frequent basis for use as an acquisitions and cataloging tool, and (2) to improve the internal production of cards for the central NLM card catalog.

Products of the System

The cataloging system produces two major products: the NLM Current Catalog and catalog cards.

The NLM Current Catalog (see Figure 30) is computer-produced and published biweekly and quarterly. The biweekly issues contain citations to publications cataloged by the Library which have recent imprint dates. The quarterly issues are cumulative and contain all citations cataloged from January of the current year, regardless of imprint date. The final quarterly cumulation of the year is hardbound and serves as the permanent record of that year’s cataloging.

Both biweekly and quarterly issues contain a Subject Section, with citations listed alphabetically by main entry under subject headings. Subheadings are used in the quarterly issues only. All issues also contain a Name Section, an alphabetic author/title listing of citations. Citations appear in full only under the main entry and cross-references appear only in the quarterly issues. Library of Congress card numbers, when available, are included with the citation.

The second product of the system is the catalog card. Complete 3” x 5” catalog card

---

Understanding old age.

WT Emery, Ralph, 1920.
1. Geriatrics - popular works I. National Association for Mental Health, London. II. Title

National Association for Mental Health, London.

WT Emery, Ralph, 1920.
1. Geriatrics - popular works I. National Association for Mental Health, London. II. Title

National Library of Medicine 68-76066

FIGURE 31.—Specimen Computer-Produced Catalog Cards.
sets for each citation are produced by the computer for the central NLM file (see Figure 31). Cards are produced for the main entry and all added entries as well.

Except for the omission of price, information on the card is approximately the same as that in the book catalog. The format is that of a traditional catalog card, with appropriate indentations and call number in the left corner.

Equipment Used

The same basic equipment used for processing journal article citations is also used in the cataloging system. This includes the Flexowriter paper tape typewriters for input preparation, the Honeywell 800 and 200 computers for processing, and GRACE for output printing of both the book catalog and catalog cards. In addition, the system also makes use of a microfilm camera and Copyflo reproducer in the production of catalog cards, as described below.

Information Flow and Procedures

Figures 32 and 32a are charts showing the flow of information through the cataloging system.

The production of catalog cards and book catalogs is the joint responsibility of the Technical Services Division and the Office of Computer and Engineering Services. The catalogers' contribution is much the same as it has been; only now, the record of the traditional information is in machine-readable form.

Entries for both the biweekly and quarterly publications are in accordance with current American Library Association rules, with a few exceptions: only the Roman alphabet is used; titles in Cyrillic alphabets are cited in transliterated form only; titles in Oriental languages are translated as well. Average depth of subject cataloging is 1.5 subject headings per item.

Input data sheets (see Figure 33), prepared by the catalogers, are collected once a day, forwarded to the Office of Computer and Engineering Services, and typed in the form of hard copy and punched paper tape. The corrected hard copies are visually proofread. The corrected hard copies are returned to the input typists for preparation of correction data.

Original paper tapes and correction paper tapes are spliced together. The correction paper tapes must always accompany the original tapes in the same input run to be properly processed by the computer.

The first six computer programs of the MEDLARS Input Module were modified to process cataloging data as well as journal article input data. The modified programs edit the citations and convert medical subject headings from English descriptors to their computer-coded equivalents.

Citations are checked within the computer for certain types of errors. Fields (authors, titles, etc.) incompatible with the input programs, with the exception of the subject headings field, cause the entire citation to be rejected. If subject headings are incorrect, the update program accepts the citation with the qualification that a "no-catalog card" flag is generated for that citation. This means that no catalog cards will be generated for the citation until file maintenance is performed to correct the erroneous subject headings on the citation. All rejected citations are listed with the reason for rejection.

All citations on the daily transaction tape, divided into main and subrecords for editing purposes, are sorted and merged into a unit record. Each citation is assigned a sequential number by the computer and is then merged into the cumulated catalog file (history); thus, the cumulated catalog file is in order by citation number. As daily transactions are merged into the history file, each citation is checked for a "generate catalog card" flag. Those citations containing this flag are copied on the card print file. The Card Expand Submodule is responsible for producing a complete set of cards. Each citation is expanded by as many index terms as are contained within the entry.

GRACE catalog card records are formatted on photographic paper for each card image, in 6-point upper- and lowercase font. The paper is then developed, inspected, and microfilmed. After developing the microfilm, the citations are enlarged to 8-point size and reproduced on the Xerox Copyflo machine. The cards are then cut to size, hole-punched,
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Figure 32a.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A/</strong></td>
<td>Cutter, Charles, 1837-1903.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N/</strong></td>
<td>Rules for a dictionary catalogue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X/</strong></td>
<td>2d ed. with corrections and additions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>y/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(a)</strong></td>
<td>133 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(b)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(c)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(d)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(e)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(f)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(g)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(h)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(i)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Title Entry**: Rules for a dictionary catalogue.


**Collation**: 133 p.

**Series Note**: U.S.—Bureau of Education.—Special report on public libraries, pt. 2

**Added Entries (Title and Series Included)**: =2

**Price**: |

**x-reference**: |

**Dashed on Entries**: |

**Have” Notes/Disposition**: copy 1

**N. S.**
and returned to the Catalog Maintenance Section for manual card finishing and filing in the Library's card catalog.

To produce a biweekly list, the coded equivalents for subject headings are converted back to natural language. The citations are expanded by the number of added entries and subject headings in each record. Only those citations flagged for the designated two-week period appear in any one biweekly NLM Current Catalog. The biweekly list is printed onto photographic film or paper which is developed, cut, inspected, and forwarded to a commercial printer, working under contract to the Government Printing Office. These biweekly issues of NLM Current Catalog are selective in coverage; that is, older, non-current materials are not included.

To produce a quarterly cumulated catalog, the coded equivalents for subject headings are converted, as for the biweekly list, to English subject headings. Citations are expanded for added entries and for author cross-references, and by subject headings. The quarterly cumulated lists include all materials cataloged by NLM regardless of imprint date, and are printed in the same manner as the biweekly issues.

As the catalog cards, the biweekly list, or one of the cumulated catalogs are inspected, errors may be detected. Any corrections needed are noted on correction data sheets. Corrections are made on the cards themselves, as was done in the past, or a new card set can be generated. In either case, the machine record in the cumulated catalog file is corrected.

The Library is in the process of converting part of the earlier catalog (pre-1966) to machine-readable form. Conversion of the 1965 catalog is underway, and consideration is being given to converting all material from 1960 (when MeSH was first used for cataloging) to 1964 as well. Availability of a machine-stored catalog will facilitate future systems for computer-aided acquisitions, searching, and reference activities.

Operating Experience

The computer-based cataloging system has been in operation since January 1966. Operating statistics for the first 24 months are shown in Table 8.

Throughput time for the catalog card is three days, measured from the time the catalog master is forwarded to the Input Section to the return of the catalog cards to the Catalog Maintenance Section. Throughput time for the biweekly is two work weeks, measured from the time when the NLM Current Catalog is produced by the computer, through the printing and mailing stages by the Government Printing Office. Throughput time for the cumulations varies from 17 workdays for the first quarterly to 43 workdays for the annual.

| Table 8 | Operating Statistics |
|---|---|---|---|
| Item | Statistics | 1966 | 1967 |
| Number of books cataloged | 12,472 | 15,744 |
| Number of catalog cards produced | 115,850 | 166,213 |

Some operating problems were encountered. Probably the two most significant were (1) input errors occurring more frequently than estimated, requiring complete galley proofreading of each issue; and (2) great attention to detail required by the cataloger in preparing the input data sheet, which has increased cataloging time.
Chapter IX
SUMMARY

This report presents the final chapter on the current MEDLARS system at the point in time when the National Library of Medicine is on the verge of developing a new, more powerful approach to the problems of literature control and information retrieval in the biomedical sciences. This publication, together with the final report of the MEDLARS evaluation project* and the original MEDLARS story, presents a complete chronicle of the design and operation of one of the world’s largest information retrieval systems.

MEDLARS was designed and operated according to conservative, well-established principles of documentation and information science. The most important of these were (1) the use of a controlled vocabulary for indexing and file searching; (2) the use of trained, professional indexers; and (3) serial organization of the search file on magnetic tape. The Library did not attempt to experiment with untested theories in designing the system, because of the large volume of literature to be processed and the number of users to be served. The conservative approach has resulted in four years of continued successful operation. What is more, there is no evidence of the system breaking down as the volume of literature increases, as some in this field predicted.

Many changes were made to MEDLARS during its four years of operation. The system was not static, and the major weaknesses that were discovered required system modifications. Some of the more significant changes included:

1. Change of the basic information store from a two-file (one for publication, the other for demand search) to a single-file approach.

2. Incorporation of topical subheadings which originally were not thought to be useful for this computer-based system.

3. Change of the demand search input from punched paper tape to pre-punched cards.

4. Major revisions of the Demand Search and File Maintenance computer modules to improve operating efficiency.

MEDLARS is the only large-scale operating information retrieval system that has subjected itself to a rigorous, formal evaluation. This evaluation showed that the system was generally working well at a middle-of-the-road performance level in terms of recall and precision. Many important recommendations for improvement resulted from the evaluation. These included:

1. User/system interaction needs to be improved; particularly important is a new and better Search Request Form.

2. More use should be made of indexers and searchers in updating of MeSH, and less emphasis should be placed on outside experts.

3. A better entry vocabulary is needed to allow effective selection of the proper MeSH terms in indexing and searching.

4. Expanded use should be made of subheadings.

5. Wherever applicable, use pre-established search strategies for concepts that re-occur in searching.

---

*F. W. Lancaster, Evaluation of the MEDLARS Demand Search Service, National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland, 1968.
The distinction between "depth" and "non-depth" journals for indexing should be eliminated.

Some of the Library's original objectives were met completely; others were not. In general, however, NLM was able to design and implement a large-volume production system capable of meeting the multiple requirements of published indexes and individual literature searches. Some of the original plans proved to be unrealistic—for example, the desired ability to provide two-day turnaround for demand searches.

The benefits of operating a system such as MEDLARS are many. Of particular importance is the experience gained from actually facing day-to-day operating problems. The personnel involved learn more each day and are much better qualified to move ahead in the design of more powerful new systems employing advanced techniques. Such is the situation in the Library today. The valuable lessons learned in the operation of MEDLARS are being applied to the design of a new system whose capabilities should be even more dramatic than those presented above. This report, therefore, serves both as a finale for the present MEDLARS and an overture for the exciting days ahead.
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